Mission and challenge Eurojute
Eurojute protects the interests of its members. This effort also includes the attempts of the members to contribute to (social) sustainability. Eurojute supports the activities of the members to deliver, also in the future, solid, reliable and sustainable packaging.

Cooperation and dialogue
Although Eurojute endorses the autonomy of its members completely Eurojute tries to support its members in the field of (social) sustainability wherever possible. Eurojute is doing this by asking attention for this topic in every possible way and to support thereto all necessary initiatives. Eurojute believes that despite the competitive relationships in the market, it is important to share knowledge with the aim of improving the 'social environment’ wherever possible. Eurojute promotes a fair and open dialogue both domestic and external.

Supplementary and in general
Eurojute joins the members’ initiatives as much as possible and tries to strengthen these from the general (sector) interest. Eurojute also participates wherever possible in processes and discussions which serve this purpose.